Autoclose N Stop
Include:
Door gate

Highlights:
Automatic and self-closing from any opening angle
For openings 75 - 80, optional extensions up to 122 cm
Fixable on round stair railings with Y spindle
Easy installation with pressure fit
Two-phase color indicator for additional, visual safety
Optional extras: 9cm or 21cm extensions
Productimages:
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This self-closing door gate is the perfect solution for not letting your little one's exploration
stress you out. Thanks to the patented magnetic fastening and two-phase indicator, you
and your child are always on the safe side.
This door gate closes by itself for more peace of mind and safety. It is the ideal solution
for child-proofing your home, as soon as your little one starts exploring his or her
environment. Autoclose N Stop has a very special feature. The patented magnetic
fastening automatically locks the door at any angle of opening. The two-phase indicator
guarantees additional, visual security. When it is red, the door is open; in the case of
green it is safely closed.
This safety gate can be installed in any door or stairway with a width of 75 - 80 cm.
Assembly is quick and easy. The safety gate is clamped into place with adjusting screws.
It does not require any tools or drilling.
The metal gate is easy to open with one hand if you need to go through it. It closes
automatically and locks securely afterwards. It guarantees at all times that your child, but
also pets, stay in the enclosed area.
The Autoclose'n Stop Safety Gate is TÜV-certified and offers optimum safety.
Special highlight: With separately available extensions, the gate can be individually
extended and used as a stair gate. Do you have a stair railing with round bars? Then you
can attach the safety gate next to the extensions of 9 and 21 cm with the separately
available Y-spindles.

Opening dimensions with extensions:
75 - 80 cm = safety gate without extensions
84 - 89 cm = gate + 9 cm extension (separate)
93 - 98 cm = gate 9 cm extension (separate) + 9 cm extension (separate)
96 - 101 cm = gate + 21 cm extension (separate)
105 - 110 cm = gate + 9 cm extension (separate) + 21 cm extension (separate)
117 - 122 cm = gate + 21 cm extension (separate) + 21 cm extension (separate)
Please note:
This product is a self-adjusting door/stair gate i.e. tilting of the side part is corrected by
tightening the fixing screws in the frame, thus enabling a secure position and parallel
fixing of the side parts in the area of the closing mechanism.
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Colorvariants
597255 White

Equipment characteristics
Pressure Fit
Can be opened on both sides
2 x extendable
Easy to clean
Measurements and weights
Measurements built-up

75 x 4 x 77 cm

Doorgate width min - max

75-80 cm

Doorgate height

77 cm

Sending information
Weight total single item (without box)

3,90 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box)

4,85 kg

Pack size

74,5 x 5,5 x 78,5 cm

Product Videos
hauck - Autoclose N Stop
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvHCvmL6L4o
hauck indoor Autoclose 'n Stop
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXg3QSx5rEc
Autoclose N Stop
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b89kXltYvao
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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Lifestyle Image
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